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1. Introduction 

 

The purpose of this project is to develop a two-dimensional graphical simulator of a catapult [1] 

which shall operate on a personal computer platform both locally and by accessing a webpage 

hosting the project. The clients are Dr. Gregor Novak from Indiana University - Purdue 

University Indianapolis [2] and Dr. Steve Spicklemire from the University of Indianapolis [3], 

who shall be using the fully developed project for the express purpose of educating students in a 

physics class about two-dimensional projectile motion. The project shall through the mouse [4] 

click of an onscreen user interface Button [5] with a physical mouse allow the user to launch a 

simulated ball [6] from a simulated catapult and shall illustrate through visible line curves the arc 

of the ball‘s taken trajectory. When a previous ball has been launched, the project shall allow the 

user to launch another ball with different inputted values which affect the ball‘s trajectory in the 

air so as to compare and contrast the line curves which highlight the differences in trajectories 

between subsequent launches. These data points are editable before catapult launch through the 

usage of the graphical user interface which shall consist of Sliders [7] which can be interfaced 

with using a physical mouse. These data points editable by the user which shall affect the 

trajectory of the ball‘s physical trajectory through the air include the catapult‘s arm length, the 

mass of the catapult‘s arm, the mass of the ball, the initial angle of the catapult arm, the initial 

pivot elevation, and the desired distance the user wishes the ball to travel. The project also 

implements the Runge-Kutta [8] method of differential equations for modeling the angular 

acceleration of the catapult‘s initial swing from rest before launching the ball. The project shall 

be extensible later for the purposes of implementing the Runge-Kutta method of differential 

equations to analyze air drag ‗s [9] effects on an object in projectile motion. The project shall 

utilize two-dimensional art assets for the catapult, ball, ground, and a background rendered to the 

screen during program execution. The view rendered to the screen shall be a view from the side 

of the catapult and ball in their initial state in the middle of the screen. The program shall allow 

the user to clear all previous trajectories to start anew. The program shall allow the user to pause 

program execution during a ball‘s midair travel. The program shall be developed using the Unity 

game development engine [10] and programmed in the C# programming language. [11]
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2. Software Requirements Specification 

 

The core objective of this project shall be to develop a graphical catapult simulator which shall 

be utilized by students of the clients enrolled in physics classes so that they can execute 

simulations of catapult launches as a correctness check for a physics lab assignment. Users shall 

be able to compare and contrast the trajectories of different launches of the ball from the 

catapult. Users shall be able to edit several different parameters prior to the launch of the ball 

which shall affect the trajectory of the ball using sliders found on the graphical user interface 

editable using a physical mouse. This is a completely new project, with no prior work having 

been performed on it by any previous entities, but which utilizes algorithms and formulae 

previously devised by physicists used to model an accurate depiction of a projectile in motion. 

The Physical Diagram (Figure 1) demonstrates the connections and relationships between the 

target user, their method of input and interaction with the program (the physical mouse), and the 

program executable running on the client PC (or in a web browser under similar conditions). The 

Context Diagram (Figure 2) demonstrates the relationship between the user and the simulator 

program by way of the user‘s inputs to the software and the software‘s outputs to the user. 

 

 

Figure 1. Physical Diagram 
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Figure 2. Context Diagram 

 

The following requirements have been identified as necessary for the successful execution of the 

program and are illustrated thusly with the Physical Diagram (Figure 1) and the Context Diagram 

(Figure 2), visible above. 

 

1. The Catapult Simulator shall display a two-dimensional view from the side of the 

catapult and ball upon initial execution of the program. (Devin Raposo) 

2. The Catapult Simulator‘s user interface shall contain editable sliders to input the 

catapult‘s arm length, the mass of the catapult‘s arm, the mass of the ball, the initial angle 

of the catapult arm, the desired distance, and the initial elevation of the catapult through 

the usage of sliders editable through the usage of a physical mouse. (Devin Raposo) 

3. The Catapult Simulator shall commence the catapult arm‘s swing immediately when the 

‗launch‘ button is pressed using the inputs as specified by the user to determine the 

trajectory of the ball‘s motion. (Devin Raposo) 

4. The Catapult Simulator shall launch the ball and begin its projectile motion simulation 

once the catapult arm‘s swing has completed. (Devin Raposo) 

5. The Catapult Simulator shall display a curved line segment to indicate the theoretical 

curve of a ball‘s trajectory before it travels through the air, which shall be viewable prior 

to the launch of a ball at the user‘s discretion via the usage of a checkbox. (Devin 

Raposo)  

6. The Catapult Simulator shall continue displaying the line curve trajectories of previously 

launched balls so that the user can compare and contrast subsequent ball curve 
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trajectories through data points visible to the user when they mouse over the line. (Devin 

Raposo)  

7. The program shall allow the user to pause the locomotion of a ball midair during its travel 

with a mouse click of a button. (Devin Raposo) 

8. The program shall allow the user to resume locomotion of a ball midair during its travel 

with a mouse click of a button if the locomotion has previously been paused. (Devin 

Raposo) 

9. The program shall be deployable on a web page via Unity‘s WebGL [12] export 

functionality. (Devin Raposo)  

10. The Catapult Simulator shall allow the user to cease the locomotion of a ball and return it 

to its original state on the catapult arm while the ball is midair by pressing a ‗Reset‘ 

button. (Devin Raposo) 

11. The Catapult Simulator shall allow the user to reset the state of the ball to its original 

positioning on the catapult arm once it has completely finished its locomotion through the 

air and landed still on the ground or while it is still traveling through the air. (Devin 

Raposo) 

12. The Catapult Simulator shall disallow interaction between the user and any and all user 

interface elements while the ball is undergoing its midair trajectory. (Devin Raposo) 

13. The Catapult Simulator shall allow the user to delete all previous curve trajectories at 

once with a button click so as to clear the field of visual feedback. (Devin Raposo) 

14. The Catapult Simulator shall simulate the Runge-Kutta method of differential equations 

for modeling an object undergoing a torque force which experiences angular acceleration 

through the rotation of the catapult‘s arm upon beginning the catapult‘s launch. (Devin 

Raposo)  
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3. Design Description 

The following section describes in detail the software architecture, detailed design, and GUI 

designs which together make up the overall structure of the program and its relationship with the 

user. 

3.1 Software Architecture 

As illustrated by the Context Diagram (Figure 2), there is only one program incorporated within 

the overall architecture of the software entity—that being the Catapult Simulator—which 

displays to the user a two-dimensional view of the simulation overlaid with a graphical user 

interface (GUI). All GUI elements present in this program are Unity GameObjects [15] which 

are contained within a Unity Canvas [16], the GUI overlay responsible for handling the display 

of any and all Unity GUI objects. The user is able to perform four core inputs which will affect 

the software‘s visual and informational outputs: the numerical inputs (the catapult arm‘s length, 

the mass of the catapult‘s arm, the mass of the ball, the initial angle of the catapult arm, the 

initial catapult elevation, and the user‘s desired distance) which affect the physical simulation via 

the GUI sliders editable using a physical mouse; a request to launch the ball using the currently 

inputted data (accessible prior to ball launch); a request to pause/unpause the action during the 

execution of a simulation, and a request to delete all of the previously created ball launch 

trajectories so as to clear the view for subsequent launches. The software returns two core 

outputs back to the user: the visual results of the physical launch during and after the execution 

of the simulation in the form of a line curve and numerical results (which include the velocity of 

the ball, the time elapsed since the beginning of the launch period in milliseconds, the distance 

traveled if in motion, and the previously inputted launch parameters as set by the user), and the 

GUI which can be viewed by the user during and after execution of the simulation. Figure 3 

displays the overall Software Architecture as it interacts with the user existing within the external 

world. 
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Figure 3. Software Architecture  

 

3.2 Detailed Design 

The following explanation of the detailed design of the graphical catapult simulator is an 

encapsulation of both the static and dynamic perspectives. In other words, it illustrates what each 

of the states reachable by the user within the program are and how they relate to each other by 

way of transitions brought upon by the user‘s input. 

There are six core states of the software component‘s execution. The first state is reached either 

upon initial program execution or at the reset of a successful ball launch, which is the data input 

state. In the data input state, the program accepts numerical inputs from the user via the usage of 

sliders editable with the user‘s mouse and also waits for the launch button to be pressed. Once 

the launch button is pressed, these data are accepted and used during the second state which the 

program transitions to, the ball launch state. During the ball launch state, a simulation of the ball 

as a projectile in motion is performed, and line segments intermittently trace the curve of the 
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ball‘s trajectory. Once the ball has landed during the ball launch program state, the program does 

not change state but waits for the user to press the reset button to return to the previous data input 

state so as to allow for a new ball launch. The previous line curve is grayed out but not deleted so 

that the user can make multiple launches and compare and contrast subsequent launch 

trajectories. The third state of execution can only be reached during the ball launch state while 

the ball is in motion, which is the pause state, accessible by clicking a button with the user‘s 

mouse and which pauses the simulation of the ball‘s launch. When the button is clicked during 

the pause state, the program reverts back to the ball launch state and the launch simulation 

continues. The next three states are all accessible from the initial data input state and from each 

other through relevant button presses. These states include a state displaying text which informs 

the user how to interface with the program, a state displaying the formulae used, and a state 

which includes three optional sliders (these being the arm length, initial height, and arm mass 

sliders). Finally, another button can be clicked with the user‘s mouse during any of the three 

states to close the program in the non-web version. 

Each of the six GUI Sliders have a Unity event listener [13] attached to them which waits for a 

change in value; in other words, the listener waits for when the user has slid the slider in either 

direction with their mouse. When these event listeners notice a change in a slider‘s value, they 

trigger a C# function associated with that event listener which then executes. Each of these 

functions shall be discussed in detail with code examples in the Implementation section of this 

document. Each of these Slider functions are contained within the ArmScript C# class. 

Similarly, when a GUI Button is clicked by the user with their mouse, an event listener 

associated with that button triggers a C# function associated with that event listener to execute. 

Event listeners are all monitored by an active Unity EventSystem [14], which is responsible for 

handling a number of user input events and is automatically imported into a project when a 

Canvas GameObject is imported into a Unity scene [17]. None of the GUI Sliders are editable by 

the user when the ball is mid-traversal. 

All of the objects visible which are made to be visible to the user are rendered to the screen via a 

Unity Camera [18], which is a GameObject. This virtual device acts as the user‘s view of the 

ball, the GUI elements, the line curves, and any all art assets present within the program. 
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When the Arm Length Slider is manipulated by the user, the value of its length changes. For 

reasons of screen real estate, the visual length of the arm does not change, so it retains its 

appearance. 

When the Arm Mass Slider is manipulated by the user, the arm‘s mass is manipulated. This is an 

invisible floating point [26] value which is only numerically visible to the user via the GUI. It 

does not change the appearance of the arm in any way. Its value is used during calculations of 

the ball‘s launch. 

When the Arm Angle Slider is manipulated by the user, the arm‘s angle about the pivot point is 

manipulated. This value can be set from 0° to 45°. Visually, the starting angle of the catapult‘s 

arm changes as the user manipulates the Slider, bringing it closer to the rightmost side of the 

user‘s view as the Slider is dragged to the right. The position of the ball stays tethered to the 

leftmost edge of the arm as the arm‘s rotation is manipulated. 

When the Ball Mass Slider is manipulated by the user, the ball‘s mass is manipulated. This is an 

invisible floating point value which is only numerically visible to the user via the GUI. It does 

not change the appearance of the ball in any way. Its value is used during calculations of the 

ball‘s launch. 

When the Initial Height Slider is manipulated by the user, the elevation of the arm pivot is 

manipulated. This changes how far off of the ground the arm and thus the ball it‘s tethered to 

start prior to the ball‘s launch. The further right this Slider is manipulated, the higher off the 

ground the ball begins. 

When the Desired Distance slider is manipulated by the user, the value for the user‘s desired 

distance is manipulated. This does not mean that the ball shall in actuality go to that spot on the 

field. The desired distance is a value which is inputted by the user in tandem with other values 

which must also be correct so as to reach that spot on the field.  

When the Launch Button is clicked by the user, the ball is launched using the velocity calculated 

as a result of the values inputted by the user using the sliders. Section 4 contains a detailed 

analysis of these calculations as well as the calculations performed to find the x and y 

coordinates the ball is located at given the velocity as a function of time. The ball moves until it 

reaches the ground upon which it becomes stationary. During the ball‘s traversal through the air 

as well as while the ball is stationary on the ground, the Reset Button can be pressed. This Button 

resets the ball‘s position to the exact position and angle it was set to before the Launch Button 
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was clicked by the user. During the ball‘s traversal through the air, the Pause Button can also be 

pressed. This simply stops execution of the projectile motion algorithm as demonstrated in 

Figure 5, essentially freezing the ball in place. During this state of ‗pause‘, the Pause Button is 

changed into the ‗Unpause‘ Button, which simply reverses the freeze on the projectile motion 

algorithm, and thus resuming the ball‘s trajectory. 

The Exit Button located at the top right of the screen simply exits the program when clicked. 

The Clear Field Button deletes all previously-created trajectories.  

Figure 4 displays the overall Software Behavior of states present within the program in the form 

of a flowchart. It shows the relationships between the available program states in terms of how 

the user is able to interface with any one state given that the user is currently active in the 

program in another state. 

 

 

Figure 4. Software Behavior 
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3.3 GUI Design 

The program‘s graphical user interface displays slider inputs for the following data parameters: 

the catapult‘s arm length, the mass of the catapult‘s arm, the mass of the ball, the initial angle of 

the catapult arm, the initial elevation of the catapult, and the user‘s desired distance. Before the 

launch of the ball, it displays a checkbox indicating whether or not a user wishes to see the 

projected trajectory of the current ball as well as another checkbox indicating whether or not to 

display the trajectories of previously launched balls. It also displays an exit button to close the 

program at the upper-right corner of the program. During the ball launch and pause states, the 

GUI textually displays all of the parameters inputted during the launch state as well as the time 

elapsed since the launch of the ball, the current velocity of the ball, a pause/unpause button, and 

a reset button. Figure 5 shows the GUI before the ball has been launched.  

 

 

Figure 5. Pre-Launch User Interface Example 
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Figure 6 shows the user interface of the program during the swinging of the catapult‘s arm, 

which models the Runge-Kutta method of differential equations for finding the angular 

acceleration of an object undergoing a torque force. [27] 

 

 

Figure 6. Runge-Kutta Swing Method Demonstration 

 

Figure 7 shows the user interface of the program during the period of the ball‘s midair 

locomotion.  
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Figure 7. Mid-Travel User Interface Example 

 

Figure 8 shows the user interface of the program while the ball is paused mid-travel. 
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Figure 8. Projectile Travel Paused User Interface Example 

 

Figure 9 shows the user interface of the program when the ball has landed on the ground and thus 

has ceased its locomotion through the air. 
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Figure 9. Projectile Landing User Interface Example 

 

Figure 10 shows the user interface of the program which displays a pop-up asking the user if the 

user wishes to clear the field of any and all line curve trajectories which are currently present. 
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Figure 10. Screen Clearing GUI Example 

 

Figure 11 shows the user interface of the program that appears when the user requests to edit the 

optional parameter sliders by clicking the More Options button at the data entry screen state. 
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Figure 11. More Options Screen 

 

Figure 12 shows the user interface of the program that appears when the user requests to see the 

formulae used by the simulation layer of the program by clicking the ‗Formulae‘ button. 
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Figure 12. Formulae Display Screen 

 

Figure 13 shows the user interface of the program that appears when the user requests help 

interfacing with the program by clicking the ‗Help‘ button. 
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Figure 13. Help Display Screen 
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4. Implementation 

 

4.1 Assembly and Coding 

 

The following section demonstrates the mathematical formulae used for the projectile motion 

simulation and the corresponding code translations. Any and all degree arguments needed for 

trigonometric functions need to first be converted to radians using Unity‘s pre-defined constant 

Mathf.Deg2Rad [28] as all trigonometric functions in Unity take radians as arguments. Within 

the illustrations of the formulae are several different characters which signify different values. 

―Mw‖ is the mass of the weight, ―Mp‖ is the projectile (the ball), and ―Mb‖ is the beam (the 

catapult‘s arm), ―D‖ is the desired distance, ―L‖ is the length of the arm, ―cos‖ is the 

trigonometric cosine function, ―sin‖ is the trigonometric sine function, ―θ‖ is the arm‘s initial 

angle, ―v‖ is the constant velocity, ―x‖ is the ball‘s x-coordinate, ―y‖ is the ball‘s y-coordinate, 

―y0‖ is the ball‘s y-coordinate at the moment it is released from the catapult‘s arm, ―g‖ is the 

gravity constant (9.81 m/s
2
), and ―t‖ is the elapsed time. Figure 14 shows an illustration of all the 

different formulae value definitions. 

 

 

Figure 14. Formulae Value Definitions 

 

Figure 15 shows the mathematical formula used to determine the mass of the weight, which is 

necessary to calculate the velocity before the launch of the ball. It is calculated every time any of 

the six slider‘s values are changed. 
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Figure 15. Formula for the Mass of the Weight 

 

The following code sample demonstrates how the formula for the mass of the weight is 

translated into code in C#: 

 

weightMass = armLength * (1.0f + Mathf.Cos(initialArmAngle * 

Mathf.Deg2Rad)) * ballMass + ((Mathf.Pow(distance, 2.0f) / (2.0f * 

armLength)) * (((1.0f / 2.0f) * ballMass) + ((1.0f / 3.0f) * 

armMass))); 

weightMass /= ((armLength * (1.0f + Mathf.Cos(initialArmAngle * 

Mathf.Deg2Rad))) - ((1.0f / 4.0f) * ((Mathf.Pow(distance, 2.0f)) / 

(4.0f * armLength)))); 

 

Figure 16 shows the mathematical formula used to determine the velocity the ball shall travel 

through the air. It is calculated every time any of the six slider‘s values are changed. 

 

 

Figure 16. Calculating the Velocity of the Ball 

 

The following code sample demonstrates how the formula for calculating the ball‘s velocity is 

translated into code: 
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velocity = (ballMass * (-gravity) * ((armLength / 2.0f) + ((armLength 

/ 2.0f) * Mathf.Cos(initialArmAngle * Mathf.Deg2Rad)))); 

velocity -= (weightMass * (-gravity) * ((armLength / 2.0f) + 

((armLength / 2.0f) * Mathf.Cos(initialArmAngle * Mathf.Deg2Rad)))); 

velocity /= (((1.0f / 2.0f) * weightMass) + ((1.0f / 2.0f) * ballMass) 

+ ((1.0f / 3.0f) * armMass)); 

velocity = Mathf.Sqrt(velocity); 

 

Both the formulae for calculating the mass of the weight as well as the velocity are derived from 

the formula for energy conservation, which is equal to the change in potential energy added to 

the change in kinetic change is equal to zero. Figure 17 demonstrates this formula for energy 

conservation for each of the entities present in the scenario.  

 

 

Figure 17. Energy Conservation Formula 

 

 

Figure 18 shows the formulae substituted for each of the value for the change in potential energy 

―U‖. 
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Figure 18. Change in Potential Energy Formulae 

 

Figure 19 shows the formulae for the change in kinetic energy ―K‖ as they apply to the beam, 

weight, and projectile. 

 

 

Figure 19. Change in Kinetic Energy Formulae 

 

Figure 20 shows the mathematical formula for determining the angular acceleration of the 

catapult arm‘s swing using the Runge-Kutta method of differential equations. It is calculated as a 

formula of time as a replacement for the angle theta θ. 
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Figure 20. Runge-Kutta Differential Equation for Angular Acceleration of the Arm 

 

The following code sample demonstrates how the formula for calculating the angular 

acceleration of the catapult‘s arm is translated into code: 

 

float angAccel = (weightMass - ballMass) * (armLength / 2.0f) * 

Mathf.Sin(swingTime * Mathf.Deg2Rad); 

angAccel /= (((1.0f / 12.0f) * armMass * Mathf.Pow(armLength, 2.0f)) + 

((weightMass + ballMass) * ((1.0f / 2.0f) * Mathf.Pow(armLength, 

2.0f)))); 

angAccel *= Mathf.Rad2Deg; 

swingSpeed += angAccel; 

 

Figure 21 shows the mathematical formulae used to determine the x and y-coordinates of the 

projectile after it has launched using the previously set and calculated values. 

 

 

Figure 21. Projectile Motion Formulae 
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The line curve technology used is a free open-source tool written by Haagndaaz on the Unity 

forums [29]. It takes three (x,y) coordinates in worldspace and draws a curved line using them. 

For the purposes of drawing the trajectory of the ball‘s projectile motion, the x value of the first 

coordinate is always 0 since the catapult cannot move in the x direction. The y value of the first 

coordinate is always a certain offset above its pre-launch position. The x value of the third 

coordinate must then be coordinated using the formulae for projectile motion; the y value of the 

third coordinate is always 0 since the ball always ends on the ground. With the first and third x-

coordinates found, it‘s trivial to find the second x-coordinate by simply halving the third x-

coordinate and then using that newly found second x-coordinate to find the second y-coordinate 

using algebra. The following code sample demonstrates how this is performed in code: 

 

currentCurve.transform.GetChild(0).position = new Vector2(0.0f, 

arm.transform.position.y + initialYOffset); 

float tempX = Mathf.Sqrt((-2.0f * (0.0f - (arm.transform.position.y + 

initialYOffset)) * Mathf.Pow(velocity, 2.0f)) / gravity); 

float tempY = (arm.transform.position.y + initialYOffset) - ((1.0f / 

2.0f) * gravity * Mathf.Pow((tempX / 2.0f) / velocity, 2.0f)); 

currentCurve.transform.GetChild(1).position = new Vector2(tempX / 

2.0f, tempY); 

currentCurve.transform.GetChild(2).position = new Vector2(tempX, 

0.0f); 

 

The entirety of the source code written for this program is available in the Appendix section of 

this documentation.  

 

Figure 22 shows a screenshot of the Unity development environment demonstrating how the 

GUI Canvas overlay appears during development in the Scene view screen. 
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Figure 22. Unity Canvas Development Environment 

 

Figure 23 shows the Unity development environment demonstrating the appearance of all other 

graphic elements as they appear in the Unity Scene development view. 
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Figure 23. Unity Field Development Environment 

 

Figure 24 shows the Graphical Catapult Simulator running in a web browser using Unity‘s 

WebGL technology. 
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Figure 24. Unity WebGL Graphical Catapult Simulator Example 

 

 

4.2 Testing 

 

The following table shows all of the requirements as designated in the Software Requirements 

Specification section of this documentation, the associated requirement number, and whether that 

requirement passed or failed. 

 

Requirement 

# 
Description Pass/Fail 

1 

The Catapult Simulator shall display a two-

dimensional view from the side of the 

catapult and ball upon initial execution of 

the program. 

PASS 

2 
The Catapult Simulator‘s user interface shall 

contain editable sliders to input the 
PASS 
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catapult‘s arm length, the mass of the 

catapult‘s arm, the mass of the ball, the 

initial angle of the catapult arm, the desired 

distance, and the initial elevation of the 

catapult through the usage of sliders editable 

through the usage of a physical mouse. 

 

3 

The Catapult Simulator shall commence the 

catapult arm‘s swing immediately when the 

‗launch‘ button is pressed using the inputs as 

specified by the user to determine the 

trajectory of the ball‘s motion.  

PASS 

4 

The Catapult Simulator shall launch the ball 

and begin its projectile motion simulation 

once the catapult arm‘s swing has 

completed. 

PASS 

5 

The Catapult Simulator shall display a 

curved line segment to indicate the 

theoretical curve of a ball‘s trajectory before 

it travels through the air, which shall be 

viewable prior to the launch of a ball at the 

user‘s discretion via the usage of a 

checkbox. 

PASS 

6 

The Catapult Simulator shall continue 

displaying the line curve trajectories of 

previously launched balls so that the user 

can compare and contrast subsequent ball 

curve trajectories through data points visible 

to the user when they mouse over the line. 

PASS 

7 
The program shall allow the user to pause 

the locomotion of a ball midair during its 
PASS 
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travel with a mouse click of a button. 

8 

The program shall allow the user to resume 

locomotion of a ball midair during its travel 

with a mouse click of a button if the 

locomotion has previously been paused. 

PASS 

9 

The program shall be deployable on a web 

page via Unity‘s WebGL export 

functionality. 

PASS 

10 

The Catapult Simulator shall allow the user 

to cease the locomotion of a ball and return 

it to its original state on the catapult arm 

while the ball is midair by pressing a ‗Reset‘ 

button. 

PASS 

11 

The Catapult Simulator shall allow the user 

to reset the state of the ball to its original 

positioning on the catapult arm once it has 

completely finished its locomotion through 

the air and landed still on the ground or 

while it is still traveling through the air. 

PASS 

12 

The Catapult Simulator shall disallow 

interaction between the user and any and all 

user interface elements while the ball is 

undergoing its midair trajectory. 

PASS 

13 

The Catapult Simulator shall allow the user 

to delete all previous curve trajectories at 

once with a button click so as to clear the 

field of visual feedback. 

PASS 

14 

The Catapult Simulator shall simulate the 

Runge-Kutta method of differential 

equations for modeling an object undergoing 

a torque force which experiences angular 

PASS 
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acceleration through the rotation of the 

catapult‘s arm upon beginning the catapult‘s 

launch. 
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5. Conclusion 

 

In terms of the project‘s adherence to each of the software requirements as outlined in the 

Introduction section of this documentation, the project can be considered a success. All fourteen 

of the requirements were passed successfully, as is documented in the Testing subsection of the 

Implementation section of this documentation. The main source of difficulty in developing the 

project was in dialing in the specific formulae for the simulation layer of the program necessary 

to implement the ball launch. It required much consultation and collaboration with the sponsor 

Dr. Gregor Novak to reach a build of the program which was deemed acceptable for the purposes 

of the project‘s original goal, that being as an accompaniment tool and correctness check for 

students in a College Physics 1 class solving a physics lab assignment. Small changes could also 

negatively impact other functionality, leading to the introduction of more work needed to be 

performed in the form of minute adjustments so that all elements were constantly correct. There 

was slight difficulty in solving platform compatibility issues. For example, the sponsor Dr. 

Gregor Novak throughout the course of development frequently reported trouble viewing the 

web version of the application on a Mac using Google Chrome, whereas others viewing the web 

application on Mac reported no difficulties at all. In another instance, the offline desktop version 

of the Mac version was not formatting text correctly, which was corrected by restricting the 

allowed resolution values. Making adjustments to the program and updating web browser 

software alleviated these issues. There are a number of recommended changes which could be 

made to improve this program in the future. Expanding upon the usage of differential equations 

is one suggestion. For example, air drag which accelerates or decelerates the projectile while it‘s 

moving through the air could be applied. The program could be changed so that the ball does not 

immediately stop upon landing; instead, it could slide until friction slows it down to a complete 

halt. The ball could also bounce when it lands, and this bounce could be different depending on 

the user‘s choice of surface. More sound effects could be added in association with these 

additions, and more backgrounds could be added. The screen viewport of the program could be 

adjusted to follow the ball as it moves through the air, and thus the values of the slider could be 

adjusted so that the ball is able to be launched farther than it currently is able to.  
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7. Appendix 

 

The following is the entirety of the source code written for the Graphical Catapult Simulator 

program: 

 

using System.Collections; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.Text; 

using TMPro; 

using UnityEngine; 

using UnityEngine.UI; 

public class BallScript : MonoBehaviour 

{ 

 //variable declarations 

    bool launched, moving, swinging, funMode, audioOn, firstLaunch; 

    public float velocity, gravity, initialY, startX, startY, time, armMass, 

distance, ballMass, armLength, weightMass, initialArmAngle, 

        initialHeight, initialBallX, initialArmX, initialArmScale, x, 

initialYOffset, swingTime, swingSpeed; 

    public Text launchButtonText, pauseButtonText; 

    public TextMeshProUGUI timeText, currentVelocityText, 

initialArmAngleText, distanceText, ballMassText, currentDistanceText, 

        armLengthText, armMassText, pivotElevationText, weightMassText; 

    public GameObject pivot, weight, arm, currentCurve, oldCurves, 

curvePrefab, catapult, backArm; 

    public Button pauseButton, clearFieldButton, launchButton, 

moreOptionsButton, helpButton, audioButton, formulaeButton; 

    Quaternion pivotRotation, weightRotation; 

    Vector2 weightPosition; 

    public Toggle curveToggle; 

    public Slider initialArmAngleSlider, distanceSlider, ballMassSlider, 

armLengthSlider, initialHeightSlider, armMassSlider; 

    BoxCollider armCollider; 

    public Sprite audioSprite, audioOffSprite; 

    public AudioSource swing, grass, wind; 

    int setFirstLaunch; 

 //variable definitions 

    void Awake() 

    { 

        weightRotation = weight.transform.rotation; 

        launched = false; 

        moving = false; 

        swinging = false; 

        funMode = true; 

        audioOn = false; 

        firstLaunch = false; 

        setFirstLaunch = 0; 

        velocity = 0.0f; 

        time = 0.0f; 

        swingTime = 0.0f; 

        gravity = 9.81f; 

        armMass = 0.12f; //in kg 
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        armLength = 0.3048f * 2.0f; //2 feet by default 

        weightMass = 0.0f; //in kg 

        ballMass = 0.01f; //in kg 

        initialArmAngle = 0.0f; 

        distance = 1.75f; 

        startX = 0.0f; 

        startY = 0.0f; 

        swingSpeed = 0.0f; 

        x = 0.0f; 

        armCollider = arm.GetComponent<BoxCollider>(); 

        initialYOffset = 3.87f; 

        initialArmAngleSlider.onValueChanged.AddListener(delegate { 

InitialArmAngleChangeCheck(); }); 

        distanceSlider.onValueChanged.AddListener(delegate { 

DistanceChangeCheck(); }); 

        ballMassSlider.onValueChanged.AddListener(delegate { 

BallMassChangeCheck(); }); 

        armLengthSlider.onValueChanged.AddListener(delegate { 

ArmLengthChangeCheck(); }); 

        initialHeightSlider.onValueChanged.AddListener(delegate { 

InitialHeightChangeCheck(); }); 

        armMassSlider.onValueChanged.AddListener(delegate { 

BeamMassChangeCheck(); }); 

        GetVelocity(); 

        DrawCurve(); 

    } 

    private void FixedUpdate() 

    { 

  //projectile motion 

        if (moving) 

        { 

            float y = initialY - ((1.0f / 2.0f) * gravity * Mathf.Pow(time, 

2.0f)); 

   //if ball lands, stop, else projectile motion 

            if (y <= 0.0f) 

            { 

                transform.position = new Vector2(x, 0.0f); 

                moving = false; 

                pauseButton.interactable = false; 

                if (audioOn) 

                { 

                    wind.Stop(); 

                    grass.Play(); 

                } 

                if (setFirstLaunch == 0) setFirstLaunch = 1; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                x = velocity * time; 

                transform.position = new Vector2(x, y); 

                currentDistanceText.text = x.ToString("#.##"); 

                time += Time.unscaledDeltaTime; 

                StringBuilder temp = new 

StringBuilder(time.ToString("#.##")); 

                if (time < 1.0f) temp.Insert(0, '0'); 

                timeText.text = temp.ToString(); 

            } 
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        } 

  //Runge-Kutta angular acceleration formula 

        else if(swinging) 

        { 

            //returned in radians per second^2, angular acceleration so 

there's a constant change happening, convert 

            //the return to angles with Mathf.Rad2Deg 

            float angAccel = (weightMass - ballMass) * (armLength / 2.0f) * 

Mathf.Sin(swingTime * Mathf.Deg2Rad); 

            angAccel /= (((1.0f / 12.0f) * armMass * Mathf.Pow(armLength, 

2.0f)) + ((weightMass + ballMass) * ((1.0f / 2.0f) * Mathf.Pow(armLength, 

2.0f)))); 

            angAccel *= Mathf.Rad2Deg; 

            swingSpeed += angAccel; 

            float z = pivot.transform.eulerAngles.z - swingSpeed; 

            weight.transform.rotation = weightRotation; 

            if (z <= 180.0f && z >= 1.0f) 

            { 

                swinging = false; 

                moving = true; 

                pauseButton.interactable = true; 

                curveToggle.interactable = true; 

                pivot.transform.eulerAngles = new Vector3(0.0f, 0.0f, -

180.0f); 

                x = transform.position.x; 

                initialY = transform.position.y; 

                if (audioOn) swing.Play(); 

                return; 

            } 

            else pivot.transform.eulerAngles = new Vector3(0.0f, 0.0f, z); 

            swingTime += Time.unscaledDeltaTime; 

        } 

    } 

    public void Launch() 

    { 

        launched = !launched; 

        if (launched)  

        { 

            //launch 

            DisableUI(); 

            launchButton.interactable = true; 

            startX = transform.position.x; 

            startY = transform.position.y; 

            launchButtonText.text = "Reset"; 

            pivotRotation = pivot.transform.rotation; 

            weightPosition = weight.transform.position; 

            swinging = true; 

            if (audioOn) wind.Play(); 

        } 

        else 

        { 

            //reset 

            if(setFirstLaunch == 1) 

            { 

                setFirstLaunch = 2; 

                firstLaunch = true; 

            } 
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            swinging = false; 

            pivot.transform.rotation = pivotRotation; 

            transform.position = new Vector2(startX, startY); 

            weight.transform.position = weightPosition; 

            moving = false; 

            launchButtonText.text = "Launch"; 

            time = 0.0f; 

            swingTime = 0.0f; 

            swingSpeed = 0.0f; 

            timeText.text = "0.00"; 

            currentDistanceText.text = "0.00"; 

            EnableUI(); 

            pauseButton.interactable = false; 

            pauseButtonText.text = "Pause"; 

            currentCurve.SetActive(true); 

            currentCurve.GetComponent<LineRenderer>().startColor = 

Color.gray; 

            currentCurve.GetComponent<LineRenderer>().endColor = Color.gray; 

            currentCurve.transform.parent = oldCurves.transform; 

            currentCurve = Instantiate(curvePrefab); 

            DrawCurve(); 

            if (curveToggle.isOn) currentCurve.SetActive(true); 

        } 

    } 

    public void Pause() 

    { 

        moving = !moving; 

        if (!moving) pauseButtonText.text = "Unpause"; 

        else pauseButtonText.text = "Pause"; 

    } 

    public void ToggleCurvePreview() 

    { 

        if (curveToggle.isOn) currentCurve.SetActive(true); 

        else currentCurve.SetActive(false); 

    } 

 //Handling sliders 

    public void InitialArmAngleChangeCheck() 

    { 

        initialArmAngle = Mathf.Ceil(initialArmAngleSlider.value * 178.0f) + 

1.0f; 

        StringBuilder temp = new 

StringBuilder(initialArmAngle.ToString("#.#")); 

        if (initialArmAngle == 0.0f) temp.Append("0"); 

        temp.Append("°"); 

        initialArmAngleText.text = temp.ToString(); 

        GetVelocity(); 

        DrawCurve(); 

        pivot.transform.eulerAngles = new Vector3(0.0f, 0.0f, -

initialArmAngle); 

        weight.transform.rotation = weightRotation; 

    } 

    //farthest is 100 meters 

    public void DistanceChangeCheck() 

    { 

        distance = (distanceSlider.value * 98.25f) + 1.75f; 

        StringBuilder temp = new StringBuilder(distance.ToString("#.##") + " 

m"); 
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        distanceText.text = temp.ToString(); 

        GetVelocity(); 

        DrawCurve(); 

    } 

    //10 grams to 2 kg 

    public void BallMassChangeCheck() 

    { 

        ballMass = (ballMassSlider.value * 1.99f) + 0.01f; 

        if (ballMass < 1.0f) 

        { 

            float val = ballMass * 1000.0f; 

            StringBuilder temp = new StringBuilder(val.ToString("#") + " g"); 

            ballMassText.text = temp.ToString(); 

        } 

        else 

        { 

            StringBuilder temp = new StringBuilder(ballMass.ToString("#.##") 

+ " kg"); 

            ballMassText.text = temp.ToString(); 

        } 

        GetVelocity(); 

        DrawCurve(); 

    } 

 //Draw a curve using CurveRenderer 

    void DrawCurve() 

    { 

        currentCurve.transform.GetChild(0).position = new Vector2(0.0f, 

arm.transform.position.y + initialYOffset); 

        float tempX = Mathf.Sqrt((-2.0f * (0.0f - (arm.transform.position.y + 

initialYOffset)) * Mathf.Pow(velocity, 2.0f)) / gravity); 

        float tempY = (arm.transform.position.y + initialYOffset) - ((1.0f / 

2.0f) * gravity * Mathf.Pow((tempX / 2.0f) / velocity, 2.0f)); 

        currentCurve.transform.GetChild(1).position = new Vector2(tempX / 

2.0f, tempY); 

        currentCurve.transform.GetChild(2).position = new Vector2(tempX, 

0.0f); 

    } 

    //also calculates the weight of the mass, only called on slider drag up 

    void GetVelocity() 

    { 

        weightMass = armLength * (1.0f + Mathf.Cos(initialArmAngle * 

Mathf.Deg2Rad)) * ballMass 

         + ((Mathf.Pow(distance, 2.0f) / (2.0f * armLength)) * (((1.0f / 

2.0f) * ballMass) + ((1.0f / 3.0f) * armMass))); 

        weightMass /= ((armLength * (1.0f + Mathf.Cos(initialArmAngle * 

Mathf.Deg2Rad))) - ((1.0f / 4.0f) * ((Mathf.Pow(distance, 2.0f)) / (4.0f * 

armLength)))); 

        velocity = (ballMass * (-gravity) * ((armLength / 2.0f) + ((armLength 

/ 2.0f) * Mathf.Cos(initialArmAngle * Mathf.Deg2Rad)))); 

        velocity -= (weightMass * (-gravity) * ((armLength / 2.0f) + 

((armLength / 2.0f) * Mathf.Cos(initialArmAngle * Mathf.Deg2Rad)))); 

        velocity /= (((1.0f / 2.0f) * weightMass) + ((1.0f / 2.0f) * 

ballMass) + ((1.0f / 3.0f) * armMass)); 

        velocity = Mathf.Sqrt(velocity); 

        if (funMode) velocity *= 5.0f; 

        currentVelocityText.text = velocity.ToString("#.##"); 

        float temp = weightMass; 
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        if (temp < 0.0f) temp *= -1.0f; 

        weightMassText.text = temp.ToString("#.##"); 

    } 

    //optional sliders 

    //between 1 and 5 feet (0.3048m - 1.524m), default is 2ft (0.6096m) 

    public void ArmLengthChangeCheck() 

    { 

        armLength = (armLengthSlider.value * 1.2192f) + 0.3048f; 

        GetVelocity(); 

        DrawCurve(); 

        StringBuilder temp = new StringBuilder(armLength.ToString("#.####") + 

" m"); 

        armLengthText.text = temp.ToString(); 

    } 

    //between 0.12kg and 1.0kg, default is 0.12kg 

    public void BeamMassChangeCheck() 

    { 

        armMass = (armMassSlider.value * 0.88f) + 0.12f; 

        GetVelocity(); 

        DrawCurve(); 

        StringBuilder temp = new StringBuilder(armMass.ToString("#.##") + " 

kg"); 

        armMassText.text = temp.ToString(); 

    } 

    //between 0m and 100m, default is 0m 

    public void InitialHeightChangeCheck() 

    { 

        float y = (initialHeightSlider.value * 12.6f) + 3.53f; 

        pivot.transform.position = new Vector2(pivot.transform.position.x, 

y); 

        DrawCurve(); 

        y += 3.87f; 

        backArm.transform.position = new 

Vector2(backArm.transform.position.x, (initialHeightSlider.value * 19.57f) - 

8.53f); 

        StringBuilder temp = new StringBuilder(y.ToString("#.#") + " m"); 

        pivotElevationText.text = temp.ToString(); 

    } 

 //clear the line curves from the field 

    public void ClearField() 

    { 

        foreach (Transform child in oldCurves.transform) 

Destroy(child.gameObject); 

        firstLaunch = false; 

        setFirstLaunch = 0; 

    } 

    public void AudioSwitch() 

    { 

        audioOn = !audioOn; 

        if (audioOn) 

        { 

            audioButton.GetComponent<Image>().sprite = audioSprite; 

            //if (!music.isPlaying) music.Play(); 

            //else music.UnPause(); 

        } 

        else 

        { 
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            audioButton.GetComponent<Image>().sprite = audioOffSprite; 

            //music.Pause(); 

        } 

    } 

    public void EnableUI() 

    { 

        if(firstLaunch) clearFieldButton.interactable = true; 

        initialArmAngleSlider.interactable = true; 

        distanceSlider.interactable = true; 

        ballMassSlider.interactable = true; 

        curveToggle.interactable = true; 

        moreOptionsButton.interactable = true; 

        launchButton.interactable = true; 

        helpButton.interactable = true; 

        formulaeButton.interactable = true; 

    } 

    public void DisableUI() 

    { 

        clearFieldButton.interactable = false; 

        initialArmAngleSlider.interactable = false; 

        distanceSlider.interactable = false; 

        ballMassSlider.interactable = false; 

        curveToggle.interactable = false; 

        moreOptionsButton.interactable = false; 

        launchButton.interactable = false; 

        helpButton.interactable = false; 

        formulaeButton.interactable = false; 

    } 

} 


